70,000 + 4 new reasons why
Cities should use an independent,
Field experienced, proven
Live graffiti database reading service.
Live from your removal team to the central graffiti hub

New Iphone/Ipad App.

New Android App.

Removal Contractors, in house staff, Police, Retailers, Citizens, Schools, transit can all
now actively participate and send live reports direct to the database in real time.
Hundreds of thousands of images and growing every day....

Two, 30+ year old brothers see serious restitution to
pay, and hundreds of hours Community Service for 4
City damage sprees.
Three cities see restitution of more than $20,000.00 collectively ordered by the courts last
month against two brothers who offended habitually in Knox, Maroondah and Yarra Ranges.
Through the collective data reading and use of the GRIP database, Police were able, within
minutes to establish enough data and incident reports to conduct warrants and make both arrests.
The two brothers, both aged in their 30’s will also have to work for a combined 400+ hours to fulfil
the courts order for unpaid Community Service Orders.
The court found the following recently…..
19/11/81 @ REDMAN (11 x Charges-criminal damage, Non-prohibited possess longarm E WO Lic,
posses prohibited weapon WO Lic)
Convicted and Community Correction Order for 12 months. The Offender is required to attend the
RINGWOOD COMMUNITY CORRECTIONAL SERVICES by 30/03/2012 by 04:00 PM. The order
commences on
28/03/2012 with the following conditions:
Unpaid Community Work
Perform 140 hours of community work.
This condition starts on 28/03/2012 and goes for 12 months. Treatment and Rehabilitation Undergo
the following treatment and rehabilitation:
- Assessment and treatment (including testing) for alcohol abuse or dependency as directed
This condition starts on 28/03/2012 and goes for 12 months AMENTMENTS AS NOTED
Pay compensation $495.00
Pay compensation $1261.00
TOTAL RESTITUTION $1,756.00
22/4/88 @

CREEP (138 x Charges-Criminal Damage)

Convicted and a Community Correction Order for 18 MONTHS. The Offender is required to attend
the RINGWOOD COMMUNITY CORRECTIONAL SERVICES by 30/03/2012 by 04:00 PM. The order
commences on 28/03/2012 with the following conditions :
Unpaid Community Work
Perform 280 hours of community work.
This condition starts on 28/03/2012 and goes for 18 months.
Pay compensation $1281.00
Pay compensation $17724.00
Pay compensation $1155.00
Pay compensation $100.00
TOTAL RESTITUTION $20,260.00

Cities mentioned within on GRIPSYSTEMS included Yarra Ranges, Knox, Maroondah and Stonnington

Graffiti pest jailed after tagging spree on QR trains
and spray-painting dog's face
A GRAFFITI-tagger caused more than $50,000 in damage to public property during a relentless 44-month campaign
of vandalism in which he sprayed painted anything that caught his eye - including a dog.

Bruin Robert Carlsson went on a 44-month graffiti spree, causing thousands of dollars in damage to property. The Brisbane
District Court was told Bruin Robert Carlsson, 25, committed 350 acts of vandalism by tagging public property and one of
animal cruelty throughout Brisbane's northern suburbs between January 2007 and September 2010.
The court was told Carlsson, then aged between 20 and 23, spray painted his tag "PAWN'' on numerous trains and property
belonging to Queensland Rail and the Brisbane City Council - causing a total of

$51,458.41 in damage.

Carlsson was jailed for 18-months after today pleading guilty to 339 offences of graffiti, 11 of wilful damage and one of
cruelty to an animal.
Judge Greg Koppenol ordered Carlsson spend at least four months in actual detention, saying the community justifiably
demanded stiff penalties be imposed for such wanton and senseless acts of vandalism.
Prosecutors revealed Carlsson was arrested when a witness saw him and a friend spray-painting trains after stopping to let
off passengers at the Toombul Railway Station, on Brisbane's northside, on September 17, 2010.
The court was told the witness contacted police when his pet dog confronted Carlsson - who responded by spraying paint in
the dog's face.
Police, the court was told, had been travelling on the next train to arrive at Toombul and that officers quickly found Carlsson
and arrested him.
The Crown revealed the matter was referred to the Queensland Police Service's graffiti taskforce, which was able to link
Carlsson to hundreds of tags he had left on public property over a period of three years and eight months.
Documents tendered in court revealed the total cost of damage to Queensland Rail property was $39,983, while the Brisbane
City Council's damage bill was put at $11,470.41.
The court was told one member of the public was $5 out of pocket after having had to purchase a bottle of methylated spirits
to remove Carlsson's tag off their private motor vehicle.
Barrister Scott Lynch, for Carlsson, tendered a medical report, which included details about how his client was revered as a
successful tagger within the Brisbane graffiti culture.
Judge Koppenol, in sentencing Carlsson, said: "I think animal cruelty is appalling.''
"You also engaged in a lengthy and protracted spree of vandalism across the northern suburbs of Brisbane.

"This type of vandalism is an appalling blot on the appearance of our city."

Data was taken in originally during GRIP track walk field audits and ongoing GRIP data entry after
corridor removal works by QRL staff.

